
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter is divided namely conclusion. Based on the research finding in the 

previous chapter will be discussed by the writer. 

5.1 Conclusion 

  After analyzing the moral value in the novel “The Pearl” by John Steinbeck is a 

“appearance description” by the writer. Inside of, anything the purpose of the study is to 

found out concerning the character Kino and Juana who have expression moral value’s 

life to deep known and as good pattern. The moral value what performed and 

development in the pearl especially two major character are Kino and Juana. The writer 

gives the following answer as follows: 

5.1.1  In the novel “The Pearl” has found some conclusion. Firstly, Kino is a young 

pearl diver and poor Indian person. He as main character is developing the basic idea that 

show good and bad moral value that lead of the story in the pearl. It can be caused by 

dreams and hopes. Kino hopes to find a pearl which he can sell to pay for Coyotito’s 

treatment. He thinks the pearl will bring brightness in his life instead it brought the 

darkness he never dreamt of. His moral value shows concerning cruelty. Secondly, Juana 

is Kino’s quite wife who takes care of her family. She as spouse main character loyalty is 

add developing the basic idea in the story, namely a minor character. Her moral value 

shows concerning kindness. 

5.1.2  The writer tries to analyze moral value in the main character and in the story we 

can take moral value from the main character namely Kino. Kino’s moral value found the 

important of family ties can be seen when Kino willing to go the sea to found the pearl 



for treatment his son. He is aware of responsibility as a father and husband. Juana’s moral 

value found compassion and love can be seen when known her husband brought the 

pearl, she judgement the pearl brings him to the evil. Since Coyotito dead, she is still 

strong although the pain and sadness. 

 


